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SYNOPSIS
In a hip hop and RʼnʼB world dominated by men and noted for misogyny, the unstoppable female lyricists of Say My Name 
speak candidly about class, race, and gender in pursuing their passions as female MCs. This worldwide documentary takes 
viewers on vibrant tour of urban culture and musical movement: from hip hopʼs birthplace in the Bronx, to grime on Londonʼs 
Eastside.

Featuring interviews from a diverse cast of women including Remy Ma, Rah Digga, Jean Grae, Erykah Badu, Estelle and 
newcomers Chocolate Thai, Invincible and Miz Korona, this powerful documentary delves into the amazing personal stories of 
women balancing professional dreams with the stark realities of poor urban communities, race, sexism, and motherhood. The 
more than 18 artists featured in Say My Name battle for a place in a society that creates few chances for women. From 
emerging artists filled with new creativity, to true pioneers like MC Lyte, Roxxanne Shante, and Monie Love, these are women 
turning adversity into art.



DIRECTORʼS STATEMENT

Say My Name began in 2003 as a documentary film project about Hip Hopʼs leading female MCs. I began my research intent on 
following up on the women whoʼd inspired me, the ones whose albums line my shelves. It became a portrayal of up-and-coming 
women in the USA and London, UK. Now, Itʼs about women and Hip Hop. Spot the switch? Now the women lead.
 
Itʼs taken 4 years to produce this first documentary. The film that started it all may be just about to take its first steps in public, but 
itʼs already had babies.
 
The central focus of the wider project is still female lyricists, but the music styles vary. The women Iʼve met have led us down the 
backstreets of Hip Hop and showed us newer forms of lyricism like English Grime or older ones like spoken word poetry.
 
As with the documentary Say My Name, we never really left Hip Hop, but Hip Hop became an attitude, a way of living, a generation 
- it transcended its status as a music genre and became something else, something more.
 
Diversity was key when we began and still is. Countless women, numerous role models, more than just the vixens, who seem to 
take all the attention. I would meet one woman and sheʼd say, “Oh yeah, you gotta meet this girl.” We did and our journey went off 
the map. 
Some of these women re-enforced my belief that Hip Hop is about community - not color; not money. Anyone can claim Hip Hop! 
Many see it as a way to make money and get themselves – and their families - out of the ghetto.
The women in this documentary film live in the true spirit of Hip Hop: devoting their skills day-in and day-out, they command respect 
for their desire to rhyme. They rhyme because they want to express themselves. Because they found out they could. They want a 
voice.
 
Say My Name celebrates all these perspectives - all the stories, lessons and strengths of women in the face of adversity. These 
women share stories ranging from violence, to extreme poverty; from the battle to succeed in cultures dominated by male traditions 
to motherhood, education, identity, and more. Although their cultures may differ, all of them are standing strong. 
" " "
This film has changed is my definition of stardom and ʻsuccessʼ. Yes, the Hip Hop divas and vixens inspire millions of girls; but 
behind every diva there is a slew of girls working hard to get somewhere. Theyʼre not celebrated for it. They may not even be seen. 
Yes, the women have it harder but thatʼs true of their lives as much as their musical careers. But they keep on going. They are 
every woman. They are the stars in my film, and stars in their own right.
 
This film may not change lives, but it can put the spotlight on these women. I can make you say their name, … Say My Name.



DIRECTORʼS BIOGRAPHY

Nirit Peled (Israel, 1973) has been working in Amsterdam as an audio-visual artist for the last eight years. She is a community 
based, cultural artist and film director, as well as co-founder of Mamamess, a production company she runs with her partner Dave 
Hemmingway. Her work can be broadly categorized within video and interactive projects. Recently Peled has been focusing more 
on directing short films, animation and documentaries. She has also worked on numerous political, cultural projects with inner city 
youth, both in the Netherlands and abroad. 

For her recent project and debut documentary, SAY MY NAME, Peled traveled around the world documenting female vocalists, 
MCs, and spoken-word artists in urban environments. The sequel SAY MY NAME IN AFRICA is still in production. Other recent 
projects include POETRY IN MOTION, three beautifully animated poems by the Jamaican poet Staceyann Chin, and the 
documentaries REDNOSE GOES TO CUBA (about two DJs collaborating with Cuban musicians in Havana), and THE BATTLE 
(about Arab-Israeli rappers). 



SUBJECT BIOʼS

Chocolate Thai (NYC)
ʻIf the chick is gonna be true herself, then the next chick, and the next chick is gonna show you different versions of hip hop - 
that is gonna look bananas!ʼ

Chocolate Thai grew up in Harlem, New York City. She become known for her appearances on Showtimeʼs battle MC reality TV 
show, The Next Episode. She displayed some fierce abilities and made it to the final round, but one of the highlights of the show 
for her was that she got to meet MC Lyte, one of her role models. When I followed her in NYC she was struggling to raise her kid 
alone (but with some support from her family), making the most of free studio time to record tracks for her new mix tape and 
trying to get gigs to pay the bills. Sheʼs an inspiring woman, always full of energy and determined to keep on fighting. Chocolate 
Thai loves the mic, sheʼs all hip hop. 

Estelle (London, UK)
ʻAll I need is one mic and one micstand alone.ʼ

Estelle is a British UK-based artist, though her parents are from Africa. Iʼve known her ever since she was a young, independent 
hip hop MC in London. Her debut album ʻ1980ʼ surprised for although it contained rhyming, it also featured a lot of singing. 
When we met in London to do an interview for Say My Name, sheʼd already made a name for herself in the UK, and was just 
beginning to record and work more in NYC. Estelleʼs hit single ʻAmerican Boyʼ featuring Kanye West has sparked much attention 
worldwide. From her beginnings as a London underground artist, sheʼs well on her way to international stardom.

Monie Love (New York, NY)
ʻMoving to the States was important. I had to throw myself in the lionʼs den and be amongst the best of the best in order to be 
the best.ʼ

An old-school MC, Monie Love moved from London to the US as a young woman.  Sheʼd already achieved commerical success 
in London and she went on to achieve international fame after performing ʻLadies firstʼ with Queen Latifa. She then went on to 
release the acclaimed ʻMonie in the middleʼ. Now, she has three children and is a radio personality in the States. Sheʼs an open, 
strong and opinionated woman. We met early on during my research and sheʼs been a great and genuine supporter of Say My 
Name ever since.



Roxanne Shante (New York, NY)
Roxanne Shante is a pioneering female MC from Queens, NYC. Known as one of the first female MCs, she was just 14 when 
she recorded her first track ʻRoxanne's revengeʼ. Not many people know that in that same year she also had her first child. 
Having been so successful at such a young age, she 'retired' from hip hop to complete her studies in her early twenties. 
Currently, she works as a psychologist and is something of an entrepreneur. Sheʼs no longer active as an MC. 

MC Lyte (New York, NY)
'Hiphop is the backdrop of my life.'

MC Lyte was the first female hip hop artist to receive a gold record, certifying over 500,000 units sold. We met early on in my 
research, and I had the pleasure of seeing her a couple more times over the years it took to make this film. Sheʼs always been 
a role model and source of inspiration to me. The first time I met her alone with my video camera I asked her to give me a free 
style. She looked at me as if I came from a green planet and said: ' This lady behind the camera is asking for a free style, I donʼt 
do anything for free, anymore!ʼ. With that she gave me one of my first lessons in the art of interviewing hip hop legends.

Jean Grae (New York, NY)
ʻI know I'm on the right path, To who I'm gonna be at last. Don't rush me.ʼ

Born in South Africa and raised in the infamous Chelsea Hotel in NYC, Jean Grae always had a strong voice on New Yorkʼs 
underground hip hop scene. Known for her signature voice and FIERCE lyrics, she used to be known as ʻWhat? What?ʼ, but 
changed her name to Jean Grae. A couple of years ago she was endorsed by Talib Quali and signed to Black Smith hoping to 
achieve commercial success and 'get that Grammy.ʼ Iʼve followed Jean over the last few years, and sheʼs been maturing as an 
artist. Extremely active online, she puts her thoughts and life into words that are iconic to me.

Invincible (Detroit, MI)
Hip Hop activist.
'Hip hop to me, you know, is like the Ambassador Bridge, it becomes like a message in a bottle.'

Invincible moved to Detroit when she was young. She has strong political views, sheʼs a fierce lyricist and sheʼs an activist. 
Earlier in her career she was a part of the ʻAnomoliesʼ, an all girl group from NYC. Labels that wanted to turn her into the female 
Eminem showed an interest but she went her own way. Now, sheʼs busy with all sorts of community work projects and sheʼs 
becoming something of an Icon in Detroitʼs underground scene. She works closely with Detroit Summer, a multi-racial collective 
that aims to build a sense of community amongst artists and activists to shape a positive vision for social change.



Sparky Dee 
ʻWe express it through our MUSIC, how we feel. It gives us a chance to talk out, to speak out.'

Sparky Dee is an old school MC. Born and raised in Brooklyn, she was known for her work with Spider D – her partner at the 
time and the father of her children. She was also known for her rivalry with Roxanne Shante, which was detailed on vinyl. She 
made name in the late 70s and then disappeared. When we met her for an interview we discovered that it was drugs that took 
her down: she confesses to having been a junky and homeless. Now sheʼs living in Atlanta, has found God and her way back to 
life, and she wants to go back to music.

Georgia Girls / GA Girls (Atlanta, GA)
“Whatʼs special about a Georgia Girl? I mean we are prime time women. Some people think itʼs trashy…Who cares…we feel 
good about ourselves, nice bodies; we get it out there, you know what I mean?”

The Georgia Girls are an all-girl group from Atlanta; put together by Big Manda a young, local MC. The members have changed 
since its inception but theyʼre still going strong. They came to prominence with the song 'nothing like a GA girl', featuring 
Princess, who is now a member of the hip hop / crunk group Crime Mob. Although the song was never officially released, it 
leaked onto radio and became a huge anthem for the girls of Atlanta. Following them in Atlanta gave me a glimpse into the life of 
a southern woman. They take pride at being from the sassy south, and in the typically slower beats that create the distinctive hip  
hop sounds that come from there.

Miz Korona
"Iʼm determined To make a permanent place in the ground"

Born and raised in Detroit, Miz Korona made a name for herself freestyling and winning battles in the cityʼs nightclubs. She 
found herself in the right place at the right time, and she was a good preformer. She even got to play a small part in the film 8 
Mile High, which gave her ʻsome shineʼ – some exposure. Now sheʼs a veteran of the battle scene but feels like sheʼs grown out 
of it and wants to become 'more' than a battle MC. when we meet she was working hard to record her debut album and develop 
herself into a fully-fledged artist.



Shanika (London, UK)
'hip hop is more slow,  itʼs like a groovinʼ thing, but grime is strictly war'

Shanika is a young British Grime MC.  We met at an open mic night, held at a youth center in the rough East end of London. We 
ended up spending a few days together. She allowed us a glimpse into her teenage life - fighting with her boyfriend, running to 
and from home – and we quickly became close. Her mom is a Jamaican immigrant. With two other young children to manage, 
she canʼt keep up with Shanika. Instead, Shanikaʼs found comfort in the open mic nights – on stage she has a voice and she 
managed to make a local name for herself as a young Grime MC. For a while, we hooked up every time we were in London but 
weʼve lost touch with her the last couple of years. We simply couldnʼt track her down. We plan to keep trying....

Trinie (New York, NY)
“Females in the industry, they go through a lot of stuff…with the men…[but] they donʼt want to come out and say a n****r 
smacked the shit out of them. Or... they getting really fucked in the industry, because they donʼt want anybody to look at them 
like they soft.”

Trinie grew up in Trinidad against a backdrop of drugs. After the death of her father, her family  escaped the island and moved to 
Brooklyn. Discovered by Wyclef, she became his prodigy; and when we met she was busy recording her first tracks at his 
studios in Manhattan. Her tragic life story has left its mark on her: in complete contrast to her sweet appearance, her lyrics are 
rough and raw. Sheʼs young and sheʼs a newcomer to hip hop. Sheʼs excited about her ability to rhyme, and she harbors hopes 
that fame will lead to money, and a way out of the ghetto for her family.

Remy Ma (New York, NY)
“Never mind what Iʼm rappinʼ about, look at my life…a broken home. My mom wasnʼt really there. My dad wasnʼt there at all…I 
never finished school, I smoked drugs, I sold drugs…how do you expect me to be the perfect role model for your kid?”
Born and raised in the Bronx, Remy Ma had a tough childhood. Many remember her as the She made a name for herself being 
a member of Fat Joeʼs Terror Squad. My first memory of Remy? She ventured into commercial hip hop and later, she signed 
with Universal.  When we met her she was struggling with the majors, trying to get her album out, and sheʼd just won the BET 
award for  ʻBest Female Hip Hop Artistʼ of the year 2005. She was raw and very honest. We saw her take the stage at various 
panels, where she rejected all accusations about the state of commercial hip hop, especially when it came to women.



Mystic (Los Angeles, CA)
ʻ…it looks really pretty, and it looks very together, and we look really successful… What they may not see, is the story of, of our 
lives.'

Mystic is a conscious rapper from the San Francisco bay area. When she came out her rhyming and singing lead to 
comparisons with Lauren Hill. Unfortunately, her record deals fell victim to disputes between majors and smaller, independent 
labels. Her commercial success was short-lived and sheʼd soon had enough of ʻindustry bullshitʼ. Despite all that, sheʼs been an 
inspiring icon in the hip hop world: sheʼs stood up for grassroots hip hop, demanding that the scene take responsibility for its 
community, and its young women in particular. When we met in LA she was studying to become a teacher. Sheʼs planning to 
continue rhyming and open up her own school.



WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT SAY MY NAME

“Heartbreaking and exhilarating” 
Cindy Widner 
The Austin Chronicle 
 
“I thought I had died and gone to heaven” 
Michael Tully 
Hammer to Nail Ambitious Film 

“The female MCs in this film tell us that they have always been there and are an integral part of hip hop. [They] 
continue to tell their occluded stories from mainstream hip hop histories and their triumphs over very real obstacles of 
race, gender and class.”
Nicole Hodges Persley, Ph.D.
Asst. Professor of Theatre, University of Kansas 

“Say My Name is a call for recalibration of the control masculine rhetoric has within and around hip hop…[and] a 
desperately needed call and response to reclaim a female space for hip hop.”
Adam Hartzell
Hell on Frisco Bay

“Relevant and important in the continuing and evolving discourse on hip hop in American culture…The young women 
are the vanguard for the next generation of artists not afraid to say things that others may be thinking.”
Michael Dinwiddie
Assoc. Professor, Gallatin School of Individualized Study, New York University

“A gripping view of the world of women in hip-hop…. [P]oignant.”
Nicole Hodges Persley
Assistant Professor of Theatre, University of Kansas

“A compelling documentary on women in hip-hop…rarely didactic and never plodding or obvious…a joy to watch.”
Leonard Pierce
A.V. Club
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